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The Inspiration
A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada was a saint like no other. In 1966, 
at the age of 69, homeless, penniless and alone, he arrived in the Lower 
East Side of New York, searching for ‘better opportunities’ to share the 
message of the Gita. This was Skid Row; the lowest of the low. Here he lived, 
worshiped, studied and taught. Every evening, his decrepit residence, 
the rat-ridden 94 Bowery, would fill up with buzzing acidheads, bearded 
bohemians, ruined alcoholics and disillusioned dropouts. Sex, music, LSD, 
and consciousness expansion; that’s what made them tick. The Swami 
would nonchalantly step into the makeshift ‘temple’ and take his seat at 
the front, face-to-face with these confused souls who were looking for real 
love, real happiness and real spiritual experience. 
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The Swami was unfazed; his expression exuding bottomless depth and 
boundless compassion. In short, straight-forward philosophical discourses, 
he delivered eternal truths with resounding impact. When he sang in simple 
tunes with a bongo drum, their heads would spin, and their hearts would 
be conquered. His tremendous devotion empowered his urgent message to 
penetrate the depths of their consciousness. He effortlessly smashed layers 
of illusion, unrelentingly exposing the fallacy of all materialistic ideology. 

From these humble beginnings, Prabhupada went on to establish the 
International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), and in a 
few short years made ‘Hare Krishna’ a household name. He circled the 
globe twelve times, opened over a hundred temples, launched a variety 
of spiritual welfare projects, authored volumes of books, and made 
genuine spirituality inspiring, practical and accessible for people from 
all walks of life. No amount of social commentary, historical analysis or 
anthropological conjecture can account for his incredible achievements. 
Prabhupada’s story is tangible proof of a spiritual miracle that defied all 
odds. His life and teachings remain the strength, inspiration and guiding 
light.
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Introduction
“Purpose is an incredible alarm clock.” (Unknown)

How many people can say they love life? How many jump out of bed, 
inspired and enthused, on a mission that has captured their imagination? 
How many people are so driven that no amount of complexity or challenge 
could deflate them? Janakinath Das, affectionately known as ‘JD,’ was 
a vibrant soul who exhibited such hunger for life. Paradoxically, when 
the notice of death landed at his door he welcomed it with the same 
enthusiasm. For him, it was  another adventure. No frustration, bitterness 
or regret. Have you ever met someone who loves life and simultaneously 
embraces death? By a stroke of great fortune we encountered such a soul, 
and we’ll humbly attempt to share that remarkable story with you.

The notion of a monk may trigger stereotyped images in your mind; a 
lonely path between you and God, chracterised by introspection and 
solitude, seriousness and gravity, silence and sameness. In many traditions 
monasticism signifies social death. JD well and truly broke that stereotype, 
yet embraced his monkhood in the most authentic way imaginable. He 
brought together two seeming opposites: on one hand he was completely 
down-to-earth, yet internally he was digging very deep. His sense of 
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humour, infectious smile and universal relatability empowered his deep 
spirituality and inner faith to touch the lives of many. Janakinath was truly 
a God-send - the kind of person that anyone could effortlessly connect 
with.

On 19th July 2021, two days after he passed away, I sent JD’s death certificate 
to Westminster City Council. I glanced at the top of the form: “Age: 36.” 
My heart dropped. I contemplated the beautiful things he would surely 
have achieved had he lived for another 36 years. He was a luminary of 
inspiration, shining bright and conquering hearts. Why did he leave so 
early?

Perhaps he was called for a bigger mission somewhere else in the universe. 

As I reflected further, it became clear that he had a specific purpose in this 
life – a purpose that had been successfully fulfilled. His special contribution 
was to demonstrate how simplicity and sincerity, which often go unnoticed, 
bring one to the ultimate perfection in life. The world needed a ‘down-to-
earth’ and accessible example of someone who was spiritually elevated 
and genuinely realised. JD was ‘one of us.’ He wasn’t a celebrity devotee, 
a distinguished pioneer, a veteran of the movement, a leader with a title 
or someone possessing extraordinary abilities (although he did have some 
nifty magic tricks up his sleeve).

Internally, however, he had developed a purity that is rarely observed. In 
the face of unimaginable provocation and challenge, he displayed a unique 
level of spiritual equipoise that the ancient scriptures portray and revere as 
symptomatic of perfection. He was living proof that the spiritual science of 
Krishna Consciousness works. He was the real thing.
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“In Bengali there is a proverb, bhajana kara sadhana kara murtye 
janle haya, that ‘Whatever you are executing as a bhajana, 
sadhana, [spiritual practice] that’s all right, but it will be tested at 
the time of your death.’ It will be tested. Just like a parrot is chanting 
‘Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna,’ but when some cat comes in, ‘Kaw-
kaw-kaw.’ No. Then missing. So parrot life will not help you.” (A.C 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada)

Scriptures are amazing – they expose illusion, illuminate the truth, and 
reveal the ‘vision of eternity.’ Applying that wisdom and transforming the 
way we live, however, is a different ball game. Every day we’re confronted 
with our own weakness; a clear gap between the ideal and the real. Those 
rare individuals who absorb the teachings and observably embody it in 
their own lives, give inspiration, instruction and hope. JD was a shining 
example. Along with the written theology we need living theology. In 
scriptural terms we say the combination of grantha-bhagavata (books of 
theology) and bhakta-bhagavata (living examples of theology) opens the 
doors to the spiritual world. 

Thus, I thought it valuable to document some memories from Janakinath’s 
life. It’s amazing how we forget people. It’s actually a travesty, since their 
lives are replete with all the answers for the questions that we’ll ask at some 
point. Maybe future readers will get hope. Suffering and death are perhaps 
our biggest fears in life, and JD confronted them head on. He showed that 
spiritual life is not just a social identity that you assume, a philosophy you 
ascribe to, or a set of practices that you ritualistically adopt. Rather it’s a 
purity of consciousness that equips you to see Divinity in any situation, no 
matter how challenging and intense.
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I never thought of myself as a writer, but over the years numerous 
books have somehow materialised. The good wishes of my mentors and 
readers have, without doubt, empowered me. To date, those writings have 
focused on the philosophical insights of Krishna Consciousness, aimed 
at systematically educating the reader in their application and relevance 
in modern life. This book, however, is different. It’s an account which 
(hopefully) brings everything to life.

I’m not writing a life story, a sequential account of events, or a personal 
testimony. Maybe others will do that in the future. I’ll simply try to share 
some of my observations and insights from the time I spent with JD. On 
many occasions he expressed that I was observing his situation firsthand so 
that I could share the experiences with others. JD lived to serve, and maybe 
this humble effort will enable him to inspire and help those he never met, 
many years into the future. As you read on, we hope you’ll experience a 
tangible connection with an amazing soul. 

Writing this account enabled me to relive the times I had with him, forever 
etched into my consciousness, and for which I remain ever grateful. I 
apologise for any errors or transgressions, attention drawn to my own 
insignificant self, and the potential inaccuracy of events and accounts. 
JD was someone who looked beyond the imperfection and captured the 
essence, and I pray that you’ll also grasp the spirit of what I try to share.

Yours in service, 

Sutapa Das

Note: The material for this book was drawn from the memories of the author, 
the diaries and recorded conversations with Janakinath, and the accounts 
of close family and friends who observed his life. 
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1
Growing Up

“We live in the world our questions create.”  
(David Cooperrider)

The Bhagavad-gita, a perennial spiritual classic, explains how this life picks 
up from the past. At death our spiritual progress is preserved, and the new 
life is one in which we recommence the spiritual journey from the same 
point. 

On 11th May 1985, Janakinath Das was born as Jigar Shah in Gujarat, India. 
He recollected his grandmother narrating stories from the epic Ramayana 
and his grandfather gifting him a Bhagavad-gita along with some advice – 
“Whenever you’re stuck in life and confused, open the book and you’ll find 
an answer.” He remembered his mother for her unrelenting love and care, 
saying it molded him into a very soft-hearted person. His father’s generosity 
is what stood out, something that would eventually become a hallmark of 
JD’s own persona. He recalled the sibling rivalry with his younger sister:
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“Even though two years younger, we were super close and did 
everything together. We played together, went to school together, 
ate together, and also fought a lot. She had more of a temper than 
me. In fights, it often got physical, but she did all the hitting. I never 
physically fought back because I always knew hitting girls was an 
unthinkable act. So I’d seek revenge through words. It worked!” 

When JD was six, the family moved to England. Stonebridge, North West 
London, was where they settled; somewhat of an urban ghetto where the 
realities of life weren’t hidden away. He said his upbringing was hard, 
but toughened him up to face the real world. Going to school in a rough 
neighborhood wasn’t always easy:

“Every day was like survival - not being the victim of bullying or 
becoming a laughing stock. They called me ‘Jigalo’ because of my 
name. It caught on. People in school had a lot of insecurity and 
used bullying as a means to deal with their issues. It was a natural 
daily affair. Mugging also. Jump up and down to see if you had 
money. Teachers being abused, having relationships with students, 
and one who had a mental breakdown and killed his own sister. 
My first thoughts of death came when a friend was stabbed by a 
student from my class. He had just finished GCSEs. Both were very 
bright students with a lot of potential, but it was all destroyed in a 
moment.”

Despite the challenges, Jigar turned out a bright student himself and 
received a place at King’s College London to study a Bachelors in 
Telecommunications. Leaving the comfort of his home, where his laundry 
was always done, food was ready-made, and all conveniences were freely 
available, forced him to grow up:

“After a month at Uni I settled in well. I experienced real freedom 
- away from home, independence, no one to tell me what to do. Life 
was great. I bunked 70% of Uni in the first year! Living at halls I 
made great friends (students were more mature, open minded and 
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inquisitive). My social life was good and I had many adventures, 
learnt a lot about myself, became more confident and sharper. 
Despite all that, there was still dissatisfaction. Something didn’t 
feel right. It felt incomplete. I had friends, popularity, great social 
life, good health, academic success and bright career prospects. Yet 
it seemed like there was more to life. This is when Nelly Furtado’s 
song on this came out. Why are relationships so difficult? Does true 
love really exist? Why are people so anxious to join the rat race of 
life? Why do they settle for mediocrity? I didn’t want any of this. I 
wanted answers.” 
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Childhood pictures of JD, surrounded by his loving family, ever-filled 
with energy and the spirit of adventure
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2
Finding Purpose

“Don’t quit until you make your day-
dream your day-job.” (Unknown)

Janakinath was destined for a different path; he had a hunger to explore 
beyond what the world advertises and what 99.9% of people pursue. More 
than work, he was looking for service. More than earning, he sought a 
life of giving. More than security and comfort, he wanted purpose and 
meaning. More than fitting in, he was eager to find himself. More than 
titles and positions, he was interested in experiences and adventures. Some 
may possess these very sentiments, but JD was the intrepid explorer who 
had the courage to follow his calling and not sell out to the path of least 
resistance. As a young member of the Pandava Sena youth group, he lived 
up to their motto – “a life less ordinary.”

He told me about some of his childhood influences: “In assembly we used 
to sing ‘Heal the World’ and it created an impression on me.” He resonated 
with the sentiments to make the world a better place, for me, you and the 
entire human race. Gandhi was also an inspiration. His clarion call to “Be 
the change you want to see in the world” struck a chord. 
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JD was born to be a giver, but that calling would have to begin with finding 
himself. A friend advised him that travelling the world would be an ideal 
way to do just that. Venturing into unknown territory sounded exciting. 
Quickly an opportunity arose – an offer to travel to East Africa:

“East Africa? I was shocked. Out of all places, East Africa? He could 
have said somewhere in Europe, or South America, or even the Far 
East I would have considered. But East Africa? I had flashback 
images of what you see on TV - severe poverty, malnourished 
children, violence, corruption, no water or amenities! It didn’t 
capture me but I didn’t reject it either. I had nothing else going on 
in my life. At least I could write on my CV that I had travelled to 
far out places.”

Africa was life-changing indeed. He taught in a school for orphaned 
children, visited remote villages distributing free food, witnessed the 
struggles of people in war-torn communities, and travelled the country 
in a bus arranging spiritual festivals to bring joy and wisdom to people’s 
lives. In that period he travelled to Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Congo and 
Tanzania. He was always inspired by philanthropy, but now it became 
spiritual welfare work – helping people practically, emotionally and 
spiritually. This is what he was meant for - this was his calling:

“The conclusion after Africa was that life should be based on selfless 
service to others. In giving joy one finds joy. Most importantly I 
learned that the world lacks spirituality: that is the greatest need 
of the day.”

At university Janakinath had extended interactions with the Hare 
Krishnas and the teachings of the Bhagavad-gita. He attended the Krishna 
Consciousness Society events and found the presentations appealing and 
beneficial. The seed was sprouting, and things began to piece together – a 
spiritual vision of life, the need to share that with the world, and embracing 
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all risk and sacrifice in pursuit of that. As his student years went by, JD’s 
spiritual knowledge grew, but also his hunger for service, contribution and 
adventure. He successfully graduated with a first class honours degree in 
Telecommunications, but the question was what next?

“I received a scholarship to do a Masters in Engineering. There was 
also a job offer from my previous internship. Career opportunities 
were numerous. So it was really difficult to turn it all down and go 
against the grain. The monks encouraged me to jump in the deep 
end - a six-month monastic sabbatical where I would find Krishna, 
find myself and find my mission. I was sold, but the hard part was 
convincing the family and friends. Most of them thought I was 
wasting my time, energy and degree.”

Jigar Shah – a monk? Who would have guessed! But having survived the 
African expedition, how hard could it be? He tied up loose ends, walked 
into a new life and donned the robes of a monk. On simplicity, enthusiasm 
and service attitude, he scored full marks. On regulation, strictness and 
following all the rules, he didn’t! It definitely wasn’t a perfect fit. He had 
a rebellious side, but wherever he fell short, he made up by touching 
the hearts of literally everyone around him. Even when he broke the 
rules, he was so lovable you couldn’t be angry. It seemed he had found 
a path that worked for him – a life of dedication in serving others, which 
simultaneously facilitated him to explore the inner and outer world to his 
heart’s content:

“Over the years I had some amazing conversations with the monks. 
I remember one juncture in my life when I was travelling in India. 
In the middle of the night I sat with a mentor on the rooftop of an 
ashram, discussing the life options that lay before me. I was at a 
crossroads. Should I get married, or should I continue on and 
become a long-term monk? We discussed, disagreed, debated and 
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after hours of dialogue decided that I should pursue the monk life. I 
made that decision, informed my family, tied up my responsibilities 
and took it to the next level. I’ve never looked back. It was the best 
decision I’ve ever made, and I found my calling.”

JD committed to living as a monk for a minimum of two years, but was 
clearly developing a long term vision for his life. 
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JD at his graduation ceremony

A youth retreat in France
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Shaving his head and beginning monastic life
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The spiritual safari in Africa
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3
The Urban Monk

“Two things say a lot about you: what you make people feel 
inside of them, and what you bring out of them.” (Unknown)

In 2007 Janakinath began his stint as a full-time monk at Bhaktivedanta 
Manor, the UK headquarters of the International Society for Krishna 
Consciousness. There was no sense of pride or elitism about his renunciation 
and he remained as approachable as ever. He never became distant from 
the world but rather gelled with everyone; the people’s favourite. It wasn’t 
surprising - the ancient teachers explain that one who harbours no envy is 
dear to everyone and everyone is dear to him.

Some called him the urban monk, others saw him as the smiling monk, 
and a few knew him as the sadhu (saintly person) from Stonebridge.  
Whichever it was, he stood out from day one. You’d spot him in a baseball 
cap practicing new magic tricks, utilising technology and communicating 
profound spiritual truths through the lingo of the ghetto. Janakinath was a 
bursting ball of spiritual energy, buzzing and bouncing from one mission 
to the next, conquering hearts with his endearing smile and soft heart. 
His character exuded the saintliness described in scripture – tolerant, 
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compassionate, friendly to all, without enemies and always peaceful. He 
had a childlike innocence that couldn’t be imitated. No time to criticise or 
complain; always progressive and positive. You’d be hard pressed to find an 
individual who held any grudge against him.

‘Simple living, high thinking’ is the name of the game in monastic life. 
Janakinath had very few personal possessions, never demanded any 
comforts and could move from one place to the next at the drop of a hat 
– just throw a few items into a bag and move on. For many years he had a 
rugged backpack which he’d lug around everywhere – in it, he probably 
had everything he needed to go around the world in eighty days! At night 
you’d find him in the locker room (where he’d been exiled due to his loud 
snoring), sleeping on the floor in the thinnest sleeping bag imaginable 
with no pillow or mat. Curled up like a beggar on the street, oblivious to 
everyone walking around him, he peacefully rested, happy and satisfied 
with life. He had very few demands or expectations, and was always ready 
to go with the flow.

Janakinath was also a thinker. When we cleared up his belongings after 
his passing we were shocked by his collection of literature and stacks of 
notepads with pages and pages of reflections. He was a sincere student of 
wisdom though he never projected himself as an intellectual. He wasn’t 
an armchair philosopher, but rather wanted to live it, experience it, and 
share it with the world. He knew this was wisdom that breathes – these 
insights could transform people’s lives, and he was racking his brains to 
find dynamic and relevant ways in which to share the message.

Though JD was never really organised, somewhat of a ‘scatter brain,’ nobody 
could accuse him of being lazy or lethargic. He was the default person you 
would approach when an emergency arose requiring someone to go above 
and beyond the call of duty. No hesitation – he’d roll up his sleeves and 
enthusiastically get stuck in, whatever the task. At one point he offered to 
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become the full-time toilet cleaner – “If that’s what’s required I can do it,” he 
said without pretension. He started many projects and initiatives and was 
never short of ideas or inspirations – whether he was disciplined enough to 
carry them out was a different story! 

Another outstanding quality was JD’s team spirit. Team – “Together everyone 
achieves more” - was instilled within him. He avoided the limelight and 
seemed beyond the desire for name and fame. He never compared with 
or imitated others, but rather appreciated what they had and was never 
too proud to ask for help or advice. He effortlessly connected with people, 
not just in social interaction but also on a deeper level – their successes 
were his, and their failures were also his. Janakinath wasn’t just a passive 
observer of others, but realised that we all depend on each other. He had 
an uncanny knack for resolving disputes and could disarm even the most 
hostile of arguments with his innocent demeanour.

From my standpoint, I was realistic, responsible and organised in 
management, whereas I saw him as idealistic, impractical and a bit 
immature. When decisions had to be made we weren’t always on the same 
page. While I focused on making the ‘right’ decision, his emphasis was on 
making decisions that would empower, enthuse, elevate and encourage 
people. He inspired me to develop my human side. I would tell him the 
management dilemma and the ‘clean’ solution; he would reflect on the 
hidden human emotions behind the scenes and how to uplift those in the 
equation. A real people’s person. He didn’t harbour negativity, and only on 
rare occasions would he point out faults – it was uncomfortable for him, 
and he just didn’t want to go there. 

As we paint this beautiful picture, the list of Janakinath’s outstanding 
qualities just gets bigger. Looking back I can see I underestimated him, and 
failed to fully recognise and vocalise how special he was. 
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(left) JD, the people’s 
favourite, walking 
around with his rugged 
backpack

(below) Not just a nice 
guy, but a deep thinker 
with a message for the 
world
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(above) Communicating the 
profound truths through 
tricks of the deck

(right) Sitting by his locker, 
which was also his parking 
spot for the night
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Connecting with everyone, 
lighting up the world with 
positive energy
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4
Jet-setter

“Fill your life with experiences, not things. Have sto-
ries to tell, not stuff to show.” (Unknown)

Though entering a monastery, Janakinath was not a person who’d stay in 
a single place for too long. In fact, in the twelve years we lived together we 
always seemed to be in different places! That said, I always felt connected 
with him. He was the kind of person that you could meet after one week or 
one year, and it would be back to normal in minutes.

At one point he had a desire to stay at the Govardhan Eco Village, a 
flagship monastery in India. They had a one-year training program for 
monks, known for its intensity and rigour, earmarked for the crème de la 
crème. When he applied, the program head rejected him, predicting his 
inability to honour the regiment. JD, however, had friends everywhere, 
and on the recommendation of another senior monk he was admitted. The 
‘Urban Monk’ was now in the rural plains of India, and boy did he love it! 
He learnt about organic farming, traditional ayurvedic cooking, and even 
biomass fuel and renewable energy. He cared for the cows, brushing them 
and cleaning out the dung day after day. To fully graduate, every monk 
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undertook a month-long walking pilgrimage across India with no money 
– they’d have to survive by begging and find their shelter for the night 
extemporaneously along the way. It was right up JD’s street! The India 
experience added another dimension to his outlook on life.

JD’s appetite for learning was remarkable, founded upon a humility 
which allowed him to approach anyone. Socrates once said, “My wisdom 
is that I know I don’t know.” When you had a conversation with him he 
would record it on his iPhone and re-listen to it later, extracting the main 
points and jotting them down. In every class (providing he hadn’t fallen 
asleep!) he’d be taking notes and contemplating the real-life relevance and 
application of the wisdom. JD would purchase ‘worldly’ books and use the 
insights therein to create bridges for people to grasp spiritual wisdom. He’d 
have endless questions and challenges, and sometimes it would drive you 
crazy! When there was a gap in his knowledge he never tried to cover it up 
and ‘save face,’ but would research, explore and find answers.

In spiritual circles teachers, or gurus, are key figures of inspiration, 
empowerment and support. In October 2010, Jigar Shah took his lifetime 
vows and spiritual initiation from HH Candramauli Swami and received 
his spiritual name: Janakinath Das. A deep relationship of love formed over 
the years, demonstrating the beauty and potentiality of the guru-disciple 
connection. JD had the fortune of becoming a globe-trotter, travelling 
with his spiritual master through America, Europe and India. They visited 
temples, conducted retreats, counselled inmates in prisons, attended large 
festivals and shared spiritual knowledge in people’s living rooms. He often 
said he learnt most of what he knew ‘on the job.’

Every year the temple inmates would go on spiritual retreat and JD was 
often the organiser. In that time the monks visited France, Italy, Sweden, 
Croatia, Germany, Belgium, Hungary, Slovenia and Switzerland. It was a 
time to unwind – “Monks are normal people who play football,” he said, 
“and I guess they also have their own normal human issues.” JD brought a 
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very special personalism to the ashram – “we’re not just colleagues, we’re 
friends,” he said, “this is not just an office, it’s a home.” A bond formed, and 
many beautiful relationships blossomed. In May 2012 he embraced the 
saffron robes and looked towards a lifetime commitment in renunciation.

JD once became emotional and told me of an incident which made him 
question his life. A fellow monk had pointedly commented – “You’re 
travelling, moving, jumping from one thing to another, but what have 
you actually achieved for this movement? In these years as a monk what 
have you tangibly contributed?” It was said in his best interests, but it 
shook him. He naturally began questioning things and reflected on his life: 
“I’ve been having a good spiritual time, but have I really made a tangible 
contribution?” For many days it deeply affected him, and he later resolved 
that he would sit down and rethink how he was spending his time. He was 
deeply concerned that he may end his life without really making a lasting 
contribution. 

The reality was that while ‘jet-setting’ across the world, Janakinath was 
selflessly serving, touching hearts and creating deep impressions wherever 
he went. Krishna arranged for many souls to come in contact with him, 
knowing that his time in this world was limited. Through his interactions, 
he planted seeds which will surely fructify in years to come. Everywhere 
you go, people have fond memories of JD. 
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Initiation from HH 
Candramauli Swami at 
Bhaktivedanta Manor
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5
The Greatest Gift

“Your emotions will be controlled by one of two things: 
circumstances or character. Focus on developing your 

character and your circumstances won’t matter.” (Unknown)

Every winter the monks would travel up and down the country, standing 
on street corners, speaking to busy shoppers and showing them spiritual 
books. It’s quite a task to stop someone in their tracks, cut through the 
myriad of thoughts, penetrate the bubble of their life and begin a dialogue 
about deeper subject matter. Some people naturally tune in, while others 
are skeptical, uninterested and otherwise-engaged. Miraculous and magical 
things would happen in that month, a time of high-level spiritual intensity. 
Needless to say, JD took to it like a duck to water.

In December 2016, while travelling in the North of England, JD began 
experiencing stomach pains. We were in ‘marathon mode’ and everyone 
was pushing their comfort zone. Unless it was unbearably painful, the 
motto was “The show must go on.” One morning we were in Liverpool, 
the home of George Harrison. We rolled onto the high street with JD in 
excruciating pain, grimacing and intermittently grabbing his stomach. 
I told him to go back to the car and rest, but he was adamant to soldier 
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on. It was bitingly cold, raining and windy; under siege, externally and 
internally, but persistently pushing on. He would stop someone, distribute 
a book with hallmark charm and charisma, then clamber back to his book 
trolley like a boxer at the end of a round. He would psyche himself up 
again, then return to the arena. We went on like this the whole day, for over 
ten hours. By close of play he’d distributed over 100 Bhagavad-gitas. It was 
inconceivable:

“I ignored it for weeks, thinking it was food poisoning, digestive 
problems, or some other minor issue. After all, I’d been fit and 
healthy my whole life. I found some temporary remedy to dull the 
pain but then it started getting unbearable. I needed to pay a visit 
to the hospital. I sensed that this may need some more attention. 
This was like nothing I had experienced in my life.”

On Christmas eve, JD and the team of monks returned to the temple. By 
this time he was dramatically losing weight, and on one particular night he 
vommitted fifteen times. We took him to A&E and there he was told to book 
a GP appointment. The waiting time was two weeks so we arranged a private 
doctor to do a blood test. The results showed he was severely anaemic and 
required an emergency blood transfusion. After being admitted to Ealing 
Hospital, they completed the transfusion, and also conducted a CT Scan:

“When they called me in to tell me the results I could read the 
anxiety on their faces. Toughest part of the job. How do you tell 
a 31-year old that he has Cancer? It’s surreal – you hear about it 
on the news, read about it in the paper, but never think it could 
happen to you. My first thought was how I’d tell others. I’ve never 
liked people fussing around me - I hate being the centre of attention. 
I wanted to play it down and keep everything low-key. Hopefully 
it would pass with time and people wouldn’t even need to know. A 
few rounds of chemotherapy would flush it out and we’d be back to 
business as normal. Inside of me I planned and schemed on how to 
normalise life - that this was just a passing phase. Of course, it was 
all wishful thinking.”
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Sitting in a sterile and deserted hospital corridor on an uncomfortable 
plastic seat, Janakinath’s world was shaken. On 24th January 2017, they 
showed him the tumor in the colon, explaining how it had spread to five 
lymph nodes and was at stage three. They told him the consequences, 
the treatments, the hopes and fears. In essence, he had to change his life 
and start living like someone twice his age. The timing was strange, the 
diagnosis shocking and the ramifications life-changing. It all happened 
practically overnight. 

He broke the news to his family in stages to cushion the blow. On the first 
day he told them it was a blockage. The next day he referred to it as a 
tumour. Only on the third day did he call it cancer:

“Different people had different reactions. Some monks joked with 
me, not realising how serious this was. Others were so shocked I 
had to comfort them. But what stood out was this outpouring of 
love. As soon as I’d sent a message to one of the monks within the 
hour my phone was inundated with messages. You’d think we live 
a low-key life but the reality is quite different… monks give up the 
relatively small world of family life to embrace the whole world as 
their family. Over the years I’d connected with many people, and 
they were all coming forward to offer their good wishes and prayers 
for my recovery. It was overwhelming. It’s nice to know that people 
care, and I paused for a moment to think of those who go through 
this alone.”

For some days JD was in a state of suspended existence. This would change 
everything and digesting that reality wasn’t easy. Natural emotions of 
frustration and helplessness surfaced. We tried to console him, but nobody 
really knew what to say. We had never experienced anything like it. 

JD’s brilliance, however, began to shine through quicker than we could 
imagine. He had this knack of being able to adjust to practically any 
situation almost instantaneously. Fluidity and flexibility were his middle 
names. What was perhaps the most shocking news of his entire life quickly 
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morphed into an adventure. He turned it on its head and started to see it as 
a great opportunity - a time for learning new things, growing his character 
and finding deeper spiritual connection. He remembered the Bhagavad-
gita, and started noting the parallels in a very tangible way. The relevance 
of everything he had learnt over the years seemed to expand exponentially:

“There’s a point where philosophy becomes reality, and a time 
when all the knowledge in the head has to transfer to the heart.” 

Later in life, Janakinath would refer to his cancer as “The greatest gift.” 
When the going gets tough, the tough get going. 
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A picture of the tumour – in a famous TEDx talk in the coming years, 
JD flashed it up to the audience in a presentation and called it “the 
greatest gift.”

Travelling around the UK 
in 2017, meeting people 
and changing lives
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6
No Hair to Lose

“I survived because the fire inside of me burned bright-
er than the fire around me.” (Joshua Graham)

The doctors commissioned an immediate operation which would involve 
keyhole surgery and a ten-day recovery in hospital. On the operation day 
Janakinath turned up two hours late - some things never change! Thankfully 
the surgery was smooth and the tumour was removed. When we visited 
him straight after the surgery he was still semi-conscious, clearly a little (or 
very) high from the morphine. He lifted up his hands (with multiple tubes 
and wires hanging off ), started waving, and began profusely thanking 
everyone from parents to childhood friends to all the people who had 
helped him in life! He even told the nurse she looked beautiful to which 
she replied – “I’ll only believe you if you open your eyes and say it!”

JD’s oncologists prepared him for the next part of the journey. They said 
there was a 70% chance of the cancer reappearing and after chemotherapy 
that would only reduce to 50%. We naturally questioned whether it was 
worth it. At this particular stage, however, everything was worth a try. And 
so, JD entered the dreaded phase of eight chemo rounds, with a three-week 
break between each treatment:
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“I was realising my life expectancy was reducing. For the first time 
ever, death became a reality. Was I afraid of it? Maybe. Did I have 
any regrets? Maybe a few. I mentally prepared for chemo by visiting 
cancer charities and meeting patients. I realised that my condition 
was not that bad at all. Others were far worse off than me. Many 
patients had dependents, or worse still they were completely alone. 
They had way more to deal with. My new meditation was to look 
forward to new and unique experiences. This mentality helped me 
a lot. So ironically I was looking forward to my first cycle.”

The initial wonder was followed by the harsh reality. The aggressive therapy 
soon took its toll:

“During chemo I went through an emotional rollercoaster. The 
process takes three to four hours – you’re put on a small drip and 
you gradually become completely exhausted. All you want to do 
is sleep. The side-effects kick in very quickly – constant feeling of 
nausea and vomiting, dizziness and severe headaches. The appetite 
subsides, and you feel somewhat disillusioned. Generally I’m an 
easygoing person. Emotionally stable. But during treatment I was 
getting annoyed a lot and experiencing mood swings. Previously 
I never understood depression, but then I got a glimpse. Not a nice 
feeling at all. I had to find ways to shut it down. Meditation and 
reading helped a bit and sometimes I turned to Netflix (although 
afterwards I felt even worse). I regularly had pins and needles in 
my limbs and my complexion got darker. Luckily for me, monks 
don’t have any hair to lose.”

Two months into the chemotherapy a further CT scan was conducted. 
Another unexpected setback! They detected small spots around the liver 
that looked suspicious. Although nothing could be confirmed at this stage, 
it added salt into the wounds - another potential problem on top of the 
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heap, and a further obstacle on the horizon. JD, however, openly talked 
about it and never went into hiding. One of his most amazing qualities 
was that he never shut himself away from people or became isolated. He’d 
often say that loneliness is as damaging as smoking fifteen cigarettes a day:

“The only thing I looked forward to in the chemo day unit was 
seeing the staff and other patients. They were very friendly and 
encouraging. I asked the nurses what makes them so committed 
day and night? They told me they feel happy that they can be an 
instrument in improving people’s lives. That was inspiring. Even 
from patients you can learn a lot. I’d walk around the ward and 
speak to them, hear their stories and what helped them cope in their 
situation. I picked up many useful tips to deal with my condition.”

In October 2017 Janakinath successfully finished his chemotherapy and 
the scan results were clear. He was officially in remission. To say life went 
back to normal would be an exaggeration, but at least there was stability 
and hope. In December he returned to the Govardhan Eco Village for three 
months to learn yoga and build back his physical (and spiritual) strength. 
Whilst there he conquered everyone’s heart, reigniting old friendships 
and making many new ones. Learning yoga helped him understand his 
body better, how to maximise vitality and manage pain – this would prove 
invaluable in the coming years. 

Soon after returning to the UK he went for his routine scan. The 
uncomfortable period of waiting for the results, what is known as 
‘scanxiety,’ was particularly challenging. In April 2018, another bombshell 
was dropped – the latest results showed the presence of two tumours in 
the liver. The doctors were baffled, but the reality was that the cancer had 
relapsed. He would need another surgery, this one more major, requiring 
half of his liver to be removed and additional rounds of chemotherapy:
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“After doing the yoga course I was feeling healthy and in great 
spirits. I was super confident that the scan would be all clear. I’d 
never felt so fit and healthy in my life. This was my illusion. Life 
is full of surprises and unpredictability. In one sense I was subtly 
ready and prepared for this since they did tell me I had a 50% 
chance of relapse. I just didn’t realise it would be so soon. Was I 
ready for the whole saga again? I had to be. Another adventure 
with an opportunity to gain new experiences – the true wealth in 
life.”

It was incredible to see Janakinath’s response to such acute challenges. It 
made my own problems, worries and obstacles seem so insignificant. He 
never saw himself as a victim. JD would read different books, and on one 
occasion we discussed Victor Frankl’s “Man’s Search for Meaning,” in which 
he tells of his unfathomable horrors as a prisoner in Auschwitz. Frankl 
famously quotes how everything may be taken away from a man, but the 
last of human freedoms is the freedom to remain enthusiastic about life. If 
we lose that, we lose everything. But not JD, he never lost the hunger for 
life.

We observed him, but I guess none of us could really understand what 
it was like. In some sense, our words of comfort and philosophy lacked 
substance. One of JD’s great role models in life, however, was Srutidharma 
Das, a treasure-house of inspiration and encouragement. Sadly, a short 
time after JD’s diagnosis, Srutidharma himself was diagnosed with brain 
cancer. They spent much time together, discussing and reflecting, talking 
of their experiences and emotions. They had a special bond, strengthened 
by the common challenge they were facing. Because JD held the life of 
Srutidharma in such high esteem, I’ve added a short memory of this great 
soul who departed the world in March 2020. In many ways their lives were 
based on the same beautiful principles of selfless service and unreserved 
sacrifice. Two shining beacons of spirituality. 

Srutidharma Das – a Spiritual Giant
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Though small in stature, Srutidharma Das was a spiritual giant. He built 
communities, mentored hundreds of individuals, delivered inspired 
spiritual teachings, and, in the process, sacrificed all comfort without 
a second thought. He held back nothing, and it was my great fortune 
to witness this on a day-to-day basis for nearly two decades. He never 
changed – his dedication, devotion and unbreakable determination were 
entrenched within his entire being.

Srutidharma lived with the vision of eternity. Though he never verbalised 
his full realisation to me, I observed how he exuded an aloofness from 
the world, realising he was here on the sole mission of selfless service. 
Everything separate from that was a waste of time. Srutidharma hardly 
slept, and ate even less. Always on the go, meeting the needs of the day and 
rising to any challenge. He was adored by so many, but never stopped to 
bask in that glory, convinced that aspirations for name, fame and prestige 
were useless disturbances… ethereal allurements.

Srutidharma accepted a heavyweight level of responsibility which 
invariably invited complexity, anxiety, criticism and negativity. Even 
the saintly are not spared. He navigated that thorny path with grace and 
resilience, never becoming frustrated or fatigued. There was no question 
of throwing in the towel. He turned up every single day on top form. “Get 
up, dress up, show up,” he told me, “this is the most important work in the 
world.” He knew his business and he kept going, on and on and on.

The story doesn’t end there. Though Srutidharma’s impressive list of 
personal achievements is endless, he was interested in something more. 
Devoid of envy, he loved to see the success of others. He wanted to see 
everyone at their best, and spent his days encouraging, empowering, 
appreciating and convincing people to believe in themselves. He wasn’t 
just great, but he brought out the greatness in others. Not just that, but he 
trained those people to help others in the same way. Who can fathom how 
far his legacy reaches?
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Srutidharma Das – a powerful, illustrious, international spiritual leader – 
was also someone you could just hang out with. His brilliance never made 
you feel uncomfortable or insignificant. His humility effortlessly shone 
through. He would ask me, a spiritual infant (young enough to be his 
son), what to say in a speech, what managerial decision to make, and what 
spiritual goal to set. He even asked me how to prepare for death. Obviously 
he knew the answers, but he came down to your level and connected with 
love. He was my guru, but treated me like a friend. A genius par excellence.

Dear Srutidharma, we miss you. Life is not the same. I should be sitting 
here crying, but then I hear you telling me, as you did on many occasions 
– “Sutapa, if you don’t learn to laugh, you cry!” You taught us to laugh 
at the madness of the material world. “Laugh and smile,” you said, “then 
the weight of the world becomes lighter.” So what to do? I’ll remember 
your legacy, try to overcome my selfishness, contribute something to this 
glorious mission, remembering to smile and laugh along the way. “Don’t 
take the illusion too seriously,” you told me, “here today, gone tomorrow.” 
Thank you for lending us the vision of eternity. Thank you for showing us 
that the saints are not just people of the past.
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JD recovering after surgery and plugged in for his chemotherapy
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(right) When the guru 
visits you in hospital

(above) Connecting and 
conversing with all the 
hospital patients
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Happy times with Srutidharma and Janakinath, 
two beacons of spiritual inspiration
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7
This is Your Life

“I slept and dreamed that life is all joy. I woke 
and I saw that life is all service. I served and 

saw that service is joy.” (Kahlil Gibran)

JD was diagnosed with cancer in 2017. In the three years that followed, the 
cancer viciously spread from the colon to the liver and eventually to the 
lungs. He had five major operations, three rounds of chemotherapy, and 
numerous other side treatments. At one stage he would self-administer 
thirty pills a day. There were many lonely nights in sterile hospital wards, 
surrounded by death and drama, a place which he said had become his 
“second home.” His life was hijacked by acute obstacles, but he responded 
with grace, resilience and inspired positivity. Those obstacles went from 
bad to worse to unthinkable. How such experiences can destroy someone! 
The heat kept rising, but JD’s spirit outgrew it, absorbing everything in the 
fire of his devotion. He was living that maxim - the last human freedom is 
the freedom to remain enthusiastic about life.
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On a few occasions he showed some vulnerability, unsure how long his 
resilience would last. He felt frustrated that his condition blocked him 
from being active and busy. But he never stayed in that space. It would just 
take a short chat, an idea or inspiration, or a piece of exciting news about 
someone’s success, and he’d just pick himself up, dust himself down and 
start buzzing with energy again. At one point he told me he was praying to 
the cancer – “Let’s just live together peacefully.” He had accepted that this 
was his life, and that he just had to make the best of it:

“Chemo has become part of my life and I have to embrace it. These 
cycles are an opportunity for ‘me time.’ I am basically just very 
introspective and deep. This is where I can take more shelter and 
become fully absorbed. I’m in good spirits. I’m ready for whatever is 
to come. I’m mentally prepared and ready for another battle. Bring 
it on. The hospital is like a university. I’m learning so many lessons 
by just being here, a place where on one floor there is birth, and 
another floor death. My life expectancy is determined periodically. 
In three months I find out whether I have another three months to 
live or I’m palliative. So let’s make the most of what I have.”

And “making the most of it” is exactly what he did. Janakinath had always 
been active, buzzing and bouncing from one project to the next, and being 
a cancer patient didn’t change that. He continued to reach out and serve 
– share the wisdom, invoke the joy within others, and find ways to make 
a spiritual contribution. We’d have regular catch ups and he was always 
looking for inspiration as to what unique opportunity was available in his 
situation. He had been put in this position to reach out to a totally new 
circle of people; doctors, nurses, cancer patients, alternative therapists, and 
others who were in positions of acute suffering.
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JD began an initiative called ‘Smiling Soul,’ a charity which would offer 
cancer patients free retreats to Bhaktivedanta Manor. He conceived of 
the SMILE course – S for ‘Spirituality,’ M for ‘Mindset,’ I for ‘Identity,’ L for 
‘Love’ and E for ‘Energy.’ The idea was to educate, empower and encourage 
the participants on all levels. Through workshops on healthy living, guided 
meditations, and practical exercises on spiritual mindsets, diverse groups 
of people found hope and purpose despite their challenging predicament. 

An opportunity arose to take his message further. Janakinath delivered 
a famous TEDx Talk entitled “There is No Negativity.” After introducing 
himself as a monk, he warmly smiled and introduced the audience to 
the greatest gift he had ever received – then flashed a picture of the 
cancerous tumour in his colon. With vulnerability, humour and admirable 
authenticity, he shared life lessons from his rollercoaster journey. That talk 
reached many people and touched many hearts, and continues to do so 
today. 

While reaching the masses, he simultaneously cared for the individual. 
During his illness he continued mentoring the youth, answered their 
questions, and empowered them to have a vision and dream in their lives. 
Once, on Mother’s Day, he asked me what I had gifted my mum. When I 
told him I hadn’t done anything, he went online and started arranging a 
home delivery of flowers to make up for my negligence. JD also wanted to 
write a book about his cancer journey, the inner battle and its connections 
with the philosophy of the Bhagavad-gita. He began to write down his 
reflections, memories, and insights of his journey, gathering material for a 
contribution that he would not even see the effect of. 

As the Covid-19 lockdown hit, JD remained at home with his parents, away 
from the communal living of the monastery. He appreciated that time, 
feeling he had much to repay them for. Though he had become a monk 
and left home, he deeply valued everything his parents had given him: “I 
have to prepare them for my departure,” he said. During that period we 
had online discussions twice, if not three times a week. We discussed the 
goings on at the temple, missionary projects, plans for the future and ideas 
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for service. As time went by, however, the conversations evolved in nature. 
He was moving from the externals of spiritual life to the internals. Rather 
than the affairs of this world, he began focusing on the reality of the other 
world. We found ourselves discussing the mood of devotion, the insights 
of scripture, and, his favourite, the beauty of Krishna’s divine play in the 
transcendent realm of Vrindavana.

On 18th May 2020 I wrote the following in my journal:

“Janakinath’s condition is deteriorating. Everything has gone 
haywire and the doctors are running out of options. I think it’s the 
beginning of the end. I’m not sure what to do. Krishna has His plan. 
Maybe this world is not where he’s meant to be. Life is cruel but 
devotees are graceful and I don’t know anyone who could make 
it to that level of tolerance and positivity despite going through so 
much. I can’t imagine him leaving this world. It’s a tough one to 
digest. So much of what we talk about in Krishna consciousness is 
being lived by him in real life. Humbling, inspiring, bewildering, 
all at the same time. So many emotions.”

Just prior to the 2020 lockdown, JD had made a trip to India. His rationale 
was that he needed a scan done, and rather than paying for it to be done 
in the UK, it would be cheaper to buy an air ticket to India and get it done 
for 10% of the price there! It sounded a bit strange to say the least, but we 
went along with his logic. Later on I found out the real reason he was so 
keen to go.

When he landed in India, before visiting any hospitals, he first made an 
undercover visit to Vrindavana, the most holy of places. “I don’t know if 
I’ll make it there again,” he said, “I want to connect deeply.” It was a moving 
experience. There he felt the sweetness of transcendence, and, when 
he came back, knew where he was aiming. He had implanted the most 
profound aspirations within his heart and was aiming for the North Star 
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of spiritual perfection. He lost his heart in Vrindavana, and it became his 
meditation. A holy place is known as a tirtha – a bridge, crossing place, 
portal, and entrance to eternity. The impressions of Vrindavana would be 
pivotal as he began preparing for his inevitable departure from this world.

As the months of 2020 went by, JD’s situation became more and more 
complex. Every so-called solution triggered unexpected complications 
and fresh problems. In December I was in France, still regularly connecting 
with him over Zoom calls. On one call he told me it was coming to the end. 
Previously he had never vocalised that, but now he was thinking deeply 
about that final journey. As soon as I landed in the UK, I immediately went 
to see him. He looked emaciated, drained and significantly aged. “You 
promised we would go to Vrindavana when the final notice came,” he said. 
I did indeed make that promise to him. “Let’s go to the Manor - it’s non-
different from Vrindavana,” I replied, “then we can see what happens from 
there.”

The arrangements and preparations took a few months, but Janakinath was 
now ready for the last stop. 
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Many beautiful souls 
who benefitted from the 
kindness of JD and the 
retreats he organised
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When going in for a 
surgery, JD would ask the 
doctors to take pictures of 
him whilst in the theatre 
– it was a memory of the 
journey that he wanted 
to share with others

JD giving his famous TEDx talk entitled “There is no negativity”
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8
The Last Stop

In April 2021, JD moved into Bhaktivedanta Manor for the final leg of his 
journey. The temple had earmarked a special accommodation for those 
in the final stages of life. Immense gratitude and appreciation goes to the 
leaders of the Manor, who had such foresight, compassion and spiritual 
vision to create this facility, now known as New Gokul Dham. Individuals 
offer their lives in selfless service, and having the opportunity and facility 
to serve them at the most crucial time of their life is fitting. Srutidharma 
had spent nearly two years in that house; he had gloriously left this world 
just one year prior and his spiritual energy pervaded the building. The 
reality was kicking in.

The day after Janakinath moved in, the Occupational Therapist (OT) 
visited for a checkup. They provided a special hospital bed, walking frames 
and specialised bathroom equipment. When I asked whether we could also 
have a wheelchair, JD abruptly dismissed it, saying he wouldn’t need it. I 
didn’t push the idea, though I knew that time would be inevitable. The OT 
supplied syringes, drugs and a variety of high-impact pain relief medicines. 
Quite candidly he expressed there would be no real point in going back to 
the hospital. There was nothing more they could do - this was the last stop. 
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I followed the OT back to the car park and sought clarification – “How long 
does he have to live?” I asked. The OT looked down and said, “Three months, 
maybe more, but quite possibly less… he’ll start sleeping more, become less 
communicative and eventually become bed bound – those are the classic 
signs that the end is near.” In one sense I knew it, but definitively hearing 
it completely shook me up. When I walked back into the house I couldn’t 
look JD in the eye. He sensed my shock and brushed it off – “That’s life… 
death,” he quipped. I wondered what goes through the mind of someone 
who knows they have only weeks to live. What does that feel like?

Under JD’s inspired vision, his dear friends quickly transformed the house 
into a replica of Vrindavana. There were beautiful pictures on the four walls 
of his room as well as the ceiling. A top quality sound system was installed 
which supplied an unlimited flow of transcendental vibration. There were 
huge books of Krishna paintings and every evening the devotees would 
gather to sing about Krishna’s play in Vrindavana. They would do a mental 
parikrama, going from place to place and recalling the lessons. Now I 
realised how the pre-lockdown trip to Vrindavana had moved JD’s heart in 
this direction. 

Senior devotees and friends from around the world would have Zoom calls 
with him, offering encouragement and support. As always, he wanted to 
connect with everyone. I once told him that since his illness I’d become his 
secretary, inundated with messages, especially after surgeries and therapies 
when he couldn’t communicate. He laughed, and I told him it was the best 
service in the world. In the afternoons he’d sit in the grassy area outside 
his room and have a massage whilst listening to a lecture on the Srimad-
Bhagavatam.

“I don’t deserve this,” he said, “this place is like a holiday resort!” He asked 
me to move into the lounge next to his room and use it as an office. I 
declined, wanting him to have complete peace and quiet, but he kept 
insisting. It made him feel better to know that this great facility was also 
being used for practical missionary purposes and not just his own comfort. 
So, on his request, I did all my management and meetings in that room – 
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noisy as it was for him. He told me those meetings were like a kirtan. “We’re 
put on this earth for a mission,” he said, “and when I hear it going on it gives 
life!” He’d often listen in on my ranting and raving in meetings and give 
me feedback. Despite his weakness, he was as perceptive and sharp as ever. 

One by one, the ominous signs were appearing as JD’s situation 
deteriorated. His energy was depleting and mobility was reducing. The 
body pains and back aches were becoming excruciating. He was doing 
his best to avoid morphine, but without it the pain was just too agonising. 
Eating was becoming difficult and he was surviving on fluids (though he’d 
ask every single day what we all had for lunch). To top it all off, he’d now 
lost his voice and couldn’t speak louder than a faint whisper. All the bodily 
functions were slowly shutting down. It was painful to see.

One morning, I randomly decided to go back to the house during the 
morning program. When I walked in, the devotee on duty told me that JD 
had been in the shower for over an hour… something felt amiss. I knocked 
on the door but there was no answer. I called out but no response. I decided 
to walk in and found him lying across the shower, unable to move and 
shaking. He had fainted out of exhaustion and dizziness, but luckily hadn’t 
hit his head on anything. He didn’t have enough energy to pick himself up, 
and every time he moved an inch the sharp pain was unbearable. There we 
stood in the shower together – an unimaginable moment. It took over an 
hour to bring him out of the bathroom and back into bed. This incident 
signified the point that JD had been dreading. It was perhaps the one thing 
he had profusely prayed to avoid. Now he was completely bed-bound.

Aside from the lack of freedom, this stage of life meant that JD needed 
assistance with all personal care. He never prayed to Krishna to be free 
from pain - the physical struggles were something he had learnt to tolerate. 
The thought of depending on others and having them serve him, however, 
was extremely uncomfortable. Now he had no choice. “Be careful when you 
tell Krishna the things you really want to avoid in life!” he joked, “most 
probably He’ll send those very things so you can face them, overcome them, 
and have one less thing blocking you from pure, unalloyed devotion.” He 
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witnessed Krishna ticking everything off the list. It had come to a point 
where there was nothing more to be surprised about, scared of or averse 
to. No more material fears that could block the divine flow of Krishna 
Consciousness. “Maybe my physical abilities were impeding my internal 
dependence,” he said, “so now Krishna takes that away so I realise I have 
only one shelter.”

As we get closer to death, Krishna Consciousness becomes more and more 
relevant. Because Janakinath had made the spiritual investments, stretched 
himself in service, and attracted the good wishes of devotees all over the 
world, he was able to find spiritual absorption. Reading about Krishna and 
singing His names brought comfort. He would sit in bed with a clicker and 
chant silently when there was no energy left for anything else. When he 
met his friends online, despite not having any voice, he whispered and we 
became his mouthpiece. Many realisations flowed out of him, and devotees’ 
hearts were being touched. You can’t deny the words of a dying man - at 
that time nobody can fake it. His words taught us how to experience the 
beauty of life even when things seem to be falling apart. 

Devotees openly expressed their appreciation for him, knowing that 
this may be the final time they see and speak to him. Many broke down 
crying, unable to digest the reality of his impending departure. “I like to 
hear myself glorified,” he once said, “maybe I’m becoming proud!” He then 
quickly interjected, “In my life I tried to help others, and hearing about how 
I made some small difference in their life gives great solace – it makes me feel 
like my life was worthwhile.” He wasn’t after glorification, he just wanted 
to know that he made a contribution. He just wanted to serve.

On one particular night we were up past midnight. I was giving him 
a deep massage, trying to relieve the acute pain he was in. I gave all my 
strength but he wanted more power – he was really giving me a work out. I 
would press forward with my full body weight, and he would lean into me 
and knock me back! I can’t imagine how much pain he was in. Then, he 
suddenly asked me, “What’s the plan?” I wasn’t sure what he was referring 
to. “What’s the plan for my funeral?” he said. It was a little awkward but he 
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wanted to discuss. I had already opened up discussion with the devotees 
about what that may entail, so I started sharing some of those arrangements 
with him. He listened attentively, nodded his head, and gave his feedback. 
“Ultimately,” he said, “you have to do what’s practical.” He was actually 
buzzing after the conversation. “This is amazing,” he said, “who gets to plan 
their own funeral?!” At universities we’d often do a guided meditation 
where students would visualise their own funeral – “Krishna is teaching me 
the lessons I was supposedly teaching others,” he said, laughing at the irony. 

He gave us a chance to serve him, but actually he was serving us. When 
one of the youth came in to massage him, JD inquired about his wellbeing, 
seeing that something was amiss. The boy let it all out. Janakinath then 
whispered to him – “Now, imagine someone has the same problems as you – 
how would you advise them?” The boy expressed many ideas and solutions 
and after about 15 minutes, JD whispered back to him, “So now you know 
what to do!” He was in excruciating pain, he had lost his voice, his energy 
was depleted and he was about to face the biggest test of his life, but he 
took time to help this young man. That was JD. He video-called an old 
friend across the world, and when the call connected, JD told him, “Great 
to see you, but your hairstyle is naff! Anyway, no worries, our relationship 
goes beyond the body!” 

Smiling and laughing, taking it all in his stride, all the way until the end. 
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Evening readings and singing with Janakinath, 
meeting old friends and sharing appreciation
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(left) Emaciated body, depleting 
energy, but never miss the 
chance to bang a drum

(below) Managing life from the 
bed, laid back and with a smile
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A Final Adventure
“You can never cross the ocean until you have the cour-
age to lose sight of the shore.” (Christopher Columbus)

After moving back into the Manor, Janakinath’s chemotherapy was stopped 
and we began experimenting with alternative medicines and natural 
remedies. They gave relief, and even showed some promising signs of 
improvement, though the overall picture was bleak. JD was a fighter, and he 
kept trying to turn the tide til the last breath, not because he feared death, 
but because he loved life. He was willing to live on with all the complexities 
of his health, because he had many more things he wanted to contribute to 
the world. I asked him whether he wanted to leave or stay. “Either is fine,” 
he said, “for years I’ve lived with both meditations side-by-side.”

When our alternative doctor came with the latest option, despite his 
severely emaciated condition, JD was fully enthused. He looked at the 
doctor and said – “In the past you gave me medicines, drinks, therapies and 
told me it was the cure – I didn’t believe it, but I had faith in you.” Smilingly 
he said, “None of it worked! But that’s ok, no grudges, no hard feelings, let’s 
try something new… bring it on!” The idea was to take him in a private 
ambulance for an emergency blood transfusion. It would boost his vitality 
and buy some time to try more therapies. He’d go in the morning, be back 
in the evening - it was a simple in and out, no risk.

In my heart I felt it was a bad idea, though I was careful not to discourage 
him. “He’s a magician,” I thought, “maybe there’s something planned that’s 
beyond logic.” My opinion was that he should remain in the sacred space 
of the Manor and prepare himself for the inevitable. We had two long talks 
about it, and in his mind there wasn’t a shadow of a doubt. “Boom! Let’s do 
it!” he said. Typical JD! It was another adventure and I saw his energy and 
enthusiasm pick up again. He wanted to take a video of this trip. “In the 
future it will make a good documentary,” he said.
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9
On Friday 16th July, an ambulance arrived to take him to St John’s Hospital. 
He was wheeled out of the house on a stretcher and taken to the ambulance. 
As he prepared to go in he looked at me and said, “You the man!” I looked 
back at him with my thumbs up and said, “It’s all going to be fine!” The 
doors shut and the ambulance sped off. I wasn’t aware of the significance 
of that moment. It would be the last interaction with him in this chapter.

He was swiftly admitted into the hospital and they successfully completed 
the transfusion. His face perked up, but as the hours of Friday went by his 
body pain was increasing. On that day he was constantly reading from 
Nava Vraja Mahima, and in particular the narrations of Govardhan Hill. 
He had a particular attraction to Govardhan, having stayed there some 
years ago during a spiritual retreat. While listening to the reading he was 
serious, fixed and attentive. He made very few comments but showed facial 
expressions at moments in the story. Kirtan was on repeat in the room and 
he had his clicker on his hand most of the time, silently chanting the Hare 
Krishna mantra. Though withered and unable to speak, when one of the 
nurses inquired about who he was, he arranged for her to see his TEDx talk 
on YouTube. She was glued to her phone and watched the whole thing.
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At 3.00am on Saturday morning Janakinath said something he had never 
said before. “I’m done, I’m done, I’m done,” he whispered. The pain was 
increasing and he was in serious discomfort. No matter how his body was 
repositioned, and despite all massaging, it was excruciating. The rest of 
the day passed like this, hearing and chanting, punctuated by gasps of 
pain and discomfort. As evening came, not much had changed, spiritually 
absorbed but still feeling sharp pains. 

Just after 8.00pm, JD began listening to an audio recitation of the Caitanya 
Caritamrita, the biography of Krishna’s avatar in the current age. He chose 
the chapter which describes Lord Caitanya’s acceptance of sannyasa, the 
stage of life where one severs all ties with the material world. He moved up 
and sat in the lotus position, listening intently and becoming increasingly 
alert, mostly with his eyes closed. Just after 9.00pm, JD very gently moved 
from the lotus position he was sitting in, and gradually lay back. It was 
very slow, purposeful and meticulous. His eyes had become much larger 
than normal, and his mouth displayed somewhat of a grin. When asked 
if everything was ok, he remained silent. He lowered his body further 
backwards, lay on the bed and began to take a series of slow and shallow 
breaths.

He was entering the final stages. Immediate family and friends were notified 
and they rushed to the hospital. JD’s body was adorned with fresh tilak 
and the volume of Prabhupada’s singing Hare Krishna on the speakers was 
increased. The vibration could be heard throughout the hospital ward. The 
nurses made sure JD was comfortable. A photo of Sri Sri Radha Syamasundar 
(Hungary) was placed above his head, to his right was Nava Vraja Mahima 
and on his left was a photo of Srila Prabhupada. His japa beads were taken 
from the bag and placed on his chest and heart. Maha incense was burning 
and the entire room felt serene, peaceful and auspicious. The nurses noted 
the surge of energy that pervaded the atmosphere. JD’s bodily pain seemed 
to disappear for his final moments and he was seemingly quite comfortable. 
Taking shallow breaths, JD peacefully left his body whilst hearing Srila 
Prabhupada’s voice and looking joyful.
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The end of this chapter had come.

And a fitting end it was! Throughout his life, JD was always last-minute, 
rushed and unpredictable. He was the master of just pulling it all together 
at the final hour in the most unexpected way. Nothing was ever that 
organised. Although all arrangements had been made for him to leave the 
world in a particular way, Krishna inspired him to do it differently. In my 
heart I wondered why he hadn’t left in the spiritual sanctuary of the Manor, 
surrounded by all his family and friends, chanting in that holy atmosphere. 
We were planning it all along. On reflection, I think JD wanted to leave 
the world on the battlefield. Wherever he was sacrificing and making an 
endeavour to serve is where he felt closest to Krishna. Thus, leaving the 
world whilst on another adventure in the pursuance of devotional service 
was a fitting end. 
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JD is lifted out of bed for his final adventure, 
trying everything, despite the odds

Entering the ambulance and positive as ever
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Sitting up in the lotus position, 
approximately 30 mins before 
his departure, hearing the 
narrations of the scripture

Nurses are amazed at the energy and resilience of this young monk
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Epilogue
Janakinath would often call me, panicking and stressed, seeking help and 
advice at the eleventh hour on what to say in a lecture or event. I became a 
port of call when he wanted philosophical inspiration, and I’d always share 
some quick tips and wisdom with him. The irony is that what I shared with 
him through words, he taught the world through his life and example! If 
I was his go-to person for philosophical inspiration, he became my go-to 
person for spiritual inspiration. He brought it all to life. 

In the days that followed Janakinath’s departure, hundreds of devotees 
gathered to remember him, appreciate his qualities and tell heart-warming 
stories of how he lived his life and touched their lives. It became apparent 
that he was the ‘people’s favourite.’ His funeral ceremony was beautifully 
unique, and felt more like a festival than a time of mourning. A large 
procession of devotees carried his body around the Manor Temple Building 
three times, and then congregated on the front lawn of the Manor for the 
final rites. He surely joins the illustrious list of saintly persons who have 
lived and served in this sacred community. 

In March 2022, Janakinath’s ashes were immersed into the sacred River 
Ganga in Sridham Mayapur, India. With the undeniable passing of time, 
the elements of the body all ultimately return to Mother Earth. The spirit 
and memories, however, live on. By a stroke of divine arrangement, we 
also dispersed the ashes of Srutidharma Das on the same day. Saints of 
different generations, following the previous generations and setting the 
inspirational standard for future generations. This is living theology. 

Thinking of Janakinath, the following words of Srila Prabhupada come to 
mind:

“When a devotee with all his heart and soul serves Krishna, Krishna 
smiles. If you can get Krishna to smile upon you just once, your life’s 
goal is fulfilled.” (A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada)
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Oh JD, who was always buzzing! Maybe now you’re buzzing with the bees 
in the divine playground of God known as Goloka Vrindavana. Perhaps 
you’re buzzing somewhere else in this universe, banging a drum in the 
electrifying movement of Sri Caitanyadeva, plotting and planning the 
spiritual revolution of love. JD, my friend, you were miles ahead! You did 
it, and I’m so happy for you. Hopefully we’ll meet again for some more 
spiritual adventures, and this time I’ll follow you, so that I can learn to love 
life just as you did.
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Funeral ceremony and 
memorial program
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(above) Janakinath’s family visit the holy sites

(below) The final ashes immersion ceremony at the River Ganga
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I’ll cherish this picture... the final moment with JD in this 
chapter. He was thanking me and I was telling him it will all 
be OK. Now I feel like thanking him, hoping and praying I’ll 
hear him tell me everything will be OK. They say a picture 
is worth a thousand words... JD’s final sentiments were full 
of positivity, gratitude, love and fighting spirit. Teaching till 
the final moment, and concluding with absolute grace.
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Final Homage 
By HH Candramauli Swami

My dearmost beloved disciple and friend Janakinath Prabhu. My 
heartfelt blessings with love.  Glorious is your devotion for Sri Sri Radha 
Gokulananda, Sita Rama Laksman Hanuman, and Sri Sri Gaura Nitai.

We feel very happy knowing your life in devotional service was perfect. 
You have fully captured the hearts of many great souls by your service and 
beautiful Vaisnava qualities. We feel assured you have gained an eternal 
position at the lotus feet of Sri Sri Krishna Balarama in Sri Goloka Dham.                                                                                      

Our life has become fully blessed by your presence because you taught by 
example what the qualities of a loving, caring devotee are. Decorated with 
many auspicious qualities you changed many hearts toward Lord Krishna 
and simultaneously they became attracted towards you. We are feeling 
sad you have departed our association. You gave so much simply by your 
presence and especially with your sweet, oceanic smile which attracted the 
minds of many. In the role of your spiritual master I offer my sincere prayer 
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to Sri Sri Krishna Balaram to take you into Their association eternally. Like 
many others here in the material world whose lives you affected so deeply 
in friendship and with a loving nature we will miss you dearly. Yet we know 
we will never ever be separated as life in devotion only enhances the love 
and togetherness of those who are absorbed in devotion to Sri Krishna in 
the mood of Sri Vrindavan Dham. 

I clearly remember a time when we were together traveling and preaching in 
America. There came a point when you were scheduled to leave for London. 
I can still remember my feelings as we parted association. “Here is somebody 
very special, very wonderful a rare personality and I am missing him as he is 
leaving my association!” With all my love thank you for coming into my life 
and playing the part of a disciple when actually you were the teacher. You 
taught by your example what it means to serve the Lord and all living entities.   
Your life is perfect as was illustrated by your glorious departure along with 
your glorious final ceremony which we celebrated as your journey back to 
Lord Krishna. With deep admiration, gratitude and love we will remember 
you always. I know we will meet again and I look forward to that glorious 
day. All glories, all glories, all glories to a life of spiritual perfection. Jai 
Janakinath Prabhu! Thank you Srila Prabhupada for bringing such a 
special soul into our life. Hare Krishna!
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School of Bhakti

School of Bhakti is a unique educational hub and vibrant community 
as well. The School was founded at Bhaktivedanta Manor, the historic 
spiritual sanctuary donated by George Harrison, and now functions in 
multiple locations around the UK and abroad.

At the School, friendly, down-to-earth tutors share empowering wisdom 
and impactful spiritual techniques with the modern-day seeker. Through 
practical philosophy, lifestyle, culture and spiritual activity, the School 
facilitates a journey that will inspire and transform the student on every 
level. Seeing this as the greatest need of the day, the School also reaches out 
to the wider world, sharing spiritual solutions which contribute to a more 
positive planet.

The courses, cultural events, retreats, and informal get-togethers, equip 
the student to live what they learn and face the experiences of life in a 
way that makes them happier, healthier and wiser. The School is not just 
a centre of spiritual excellence, but also a warm, vibrant community of 
diverse, inquisitive, and creative individuals – it’s a place where you’ll form 
spiritual friendships that will illuminate your journey in life.

www.schoolofbhakti.com 

http://
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Read Bhagavad-Gita As It Is online

www.vedabase.io
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The Bhagavad-gita is a theological and philosophical classic. If we had 
to choose a single book to represent the spiritual and cultural traditions 
of India, we would certainly choose the Gita. In 700 beautiful verses 
it summarises the philosophical conclusions of the Vedas, the ancient 
scriptures written approximately 5000 years ago in the Sanskrit language. 

The scope of the Bhagavad-gita is huge. It covers topics ranging from religion 
to relationships, science to sociology, leadership to lifestyle management. 
Indeed, the secrets to life, the universe and everything. In every generation, 
over thousands of years, it has provided unceasing inspiration to thinkers, 
leaders, and spiritualists alike. 
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He reasons ill who tells that Vaisnavas die 
When thou art living still in sound! 
The Vaisnavas die to live, and living try 
To spread the holy name around!

Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakur



How many people can say they love life? How 
many jump out of bed, inspired and enthused, on 
a mission that has captured their imagination? 
How many people are so driven that no amount 
of complexity or challenge could deflate them? 

Janakinath Das, nicknamed the ‘smiling monk,’ 
was a vibrant soul who exhibited such hunger 
for life. Paradoxically, when the notice of death 
landed at his door he welcomed it with the 
same enthusiasm. No frustration, bitterness or 
regret. In these pages, we’ll humbly attempt 
to share that remarkable story with you.

Loving Life Em
bracing D

eath
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